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For Dwayne. 
You have been my lifeboat, my song, my home.



Life is a shipwreck, but we must not forget 
to sing in the lifeboats.

—Voltaire

It takes courage to grow up and become 
who you really are.

—E. E. Cummings
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Foreword

One of life’s greatest struggles remains discovering our place
in this world. Our parents, culture, friends, teachers, and so many
others try to help us on this journey of self-discovery. Community
can be a powerful part of the process, but often their well-meaning
efforts only help us become more confused about who we are and
what we should be doing with our lives.

The pursuit of purpose remains a noble and challenging one.
Personally, I have been inspired by Christin as I have seen her
pursue her dreams in Los Angeles firsthand and even now as I
read the rest of her story in the pages of Shipwrecked in L.A.
Christin brings authenticity, insight, and hope for those of us
facing a quarter-life crisis, a midlife crisis, or any crisis for that
matter. As she shares her stories and discoveries, you will find
help for yourself and others you may be helping through struggles.
Like a Sherpa who has scaled the highest peaks and traversed the
scariest terrain, Christin offers to be our guide on our treacherous
journeys, and Shipwrecked in L.A. becomes our map.

There is real power in discovering one’s identity. Having had
the opportunity to help others in this pursuit as part of the team at
Mosaic in Los Angeles and now at Gateway Church in Austin, I
have often asked questions, trying to help people find their passions
and uniqueness, knowing this is so critical. Using!assessments
dealing with personality, strengths, and even an in-depth career
assessment, the key has always been helping people apply what
they’ve discovered. 



Throughout the Scriptures, we see God calling people toward
specific tasks or situations. In addition, those who follow Christ
are described as having unique ways to contribute using our
spiritual gifts. The Bible makes it clear: We are created to be
different and to make a difference.

Once you discover your identity, what do you do when you
know who you are, what you are here to do, and where you are
going? In the midst of genuine self-awareness, Jesus chose to
serve. “Jesus knew that the Father had put all things under his
power, and that he had come from God and was returning to God;
so he got up from the meal, took off his outer clothing, and
wrapped a towel around his waist. After that, he poured water
into a basin and began to wash his disciples’ feet, drying them
with the towel that was wrapped around him” (John 13:3–5).

Jesus not only offered this example for us to follow, but also
promised that as we lose our lives in serving others, we will find
our lives (Matthew 10:39). Christin gives us a front-row seat into
this transforming experience in her life. As a result, she helps us
become who we were created to be by helping connect us to
those around us and to the One who created us for this perilous
and exciting adventure.

—ERIC MICHAEL BRYANT
Pastor, Gateway Church, Austin, Texas

Author of Not Like Me: A Field Guide for 
Influencing a Diverse World
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Prologue

discovering shipwreck

Lindy’s hands are elegant. With long fingers that curve gently
at the tips, they are the hands of an artist, finely trained to bring
beauty into the world. 

During the three years I lived with Lindy during college, I
watched her disappear into the art building each night, handing
over countless hours to canvas and dreams. As I walked through
the gallery at Lindy’s senior show, I was breathless, astounded
again by the work of this woman I had come to know like a 
sister over the course of our college years. Somehow, seeing her
paintings was like seeing her in a new way. Her works of art
were full of light, fluidity, and movement. The lines defied crisp
clean edges and erupted into a chaotic symphony like a field of
wildflowers.

Lindy graduated college with a degree in illustration with
dreams to be a wife, mother, and missionary. She wanted to get
married, have children, and work with children in Third-World
countries by bringing beauty into their worlds through her art.
Though she wasn’t sure how it would all come together, she had
hope and trust that she would find her way into a career and life
that united all her dreams, talents, and loves.

“Emerging adulthood” is the name Dr. Jeffrey Jensen Arnett
has given these bumpy, shifting, optimistic years. He characterizes
it as “the age of identity explorations, the age of instability, the



self-focused age, the age of feeling in between, and the age of
possibilities.”1 Emerging adulthood occurs between the ages of
eighteen and twenty-five, the age and phase Lindy and I were in
when we left college. 

Lindy graduated with a degree and a sense of possibilities. But
with no direct route into the mission field, she went back to her
home state, Colorado. Lindy and our other roommate, Abby,
found an apartment in the basement of a young family’s home in
Colorado Springs. A curly haired redhead full of life, Abby had
studied the endlessly practical subject of social work, and imme-
diately found a job in her field at an agency working with troubled
teenage boys. Lindy, still waiting for that overseas opportunity to
use her degree in art, took jobs washing gas station windows and
working as a temp at what she described as a “dingy pipe-laying
company, full of crusty men.” She stayed at those jobs for ten
months before landing a much better prospect—answering phones
at a well-known Christian organization.

Shortly after starting her new job, Lindy’s life took another
promising turn—she began dating Casey. Casey had a lot of
things going for him from the start. First, he had gone to school
with us, so we all knew and liked him. Second, he too had been
an art major, so Lindy and Casey had been casual friends during
college. Third, Casey and his family were well-respected at our
university and known to be genuine and kind. There was so much
going for this guy, and all of us who lived with Lindy during college
watched their budding relationship with anticipation. 

The only thing not going for Casey was that he lived in Indi-
ana, hundreds of miles and a fistful of states away from Lindy.
But not to worry. Casey proposed to Lindy and, in a heroic display
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of his commitment to their relationship, uprooted his life in Indi-
ana and moved to Colorado Springs to be with her. It seemed to
all of us watching that the first part of Lindy’s dream to be a wife
and mother was starting to come true.

But things frayed rather quickly. Within a matter of months, the
engagement crumbled, Casey went back to his family, and Lindy
was left reeling. Later she told me that she was actually relieved
when the relationship ended. So much of her relationship with
Casey had been hasty and miscalculated. These realizations hit
both of them as they drew closer to their wedding date.

But the real devastation came in the aftermath of the breakup.
What Lindy had initially dreamed for her life and future had
slipped out of her reach: dreams of being a mother and wife.
Lindy felt disillusioned and confused. Above all, she struggled
with the guilt that somehow she had disobeyed God, that per-
haps she had seized control of her life and treasured her ideas
for her life instead of waiting on God’s plan and timing.

Sharon Daloz Parks offers a term describing this moment of
struggle and confusion in the lives of many young adults: ship-
wreck.2 Shipwreck is the metaphorical coming apart, the crash
that rips through the very fabric of our identities. Everything we
have thought about ourselves, our lives, our futures, even our
faith, suddenly comes apart beneath us, and we are left scram-
bling, trying to put together any type of lifeboat to make it to
shore. These shipwreck experiences can be large or small, and we
can hit more than one shipwreck during college and beyond.

Parks lists several ways one’s sense of identity can be upended
during his or her twenties: “The loss of a relationship, violence to
one’s property, collapse of a career venture, physical illness or



injury, defeat of a cause, a fateful choice that irrevocably reorders
one’s life, betrayal by a community or government, or the dis-
covery that an intellectual construct is inadequate.”3 In other
words, shipwreck can come about due to major life traumas or
can be triggered by something seemingly inconsequential. 

If you’re reading this book as a young adult or the parent of
a young adult, you probably know what I’m talking about. Even
if you haven’t hit your shipwreck yet, you’ve seen your friends
hit theirs, and perhaps you’re filled with anxiety, waiting and
wondering what will wreck your boat.

I started writing this book with nothing more than a story. My
first seven years out of college had been so full of twists and
turns, joys and sorrows, and defeats and victories that I had to
share my story. But even as I started this book, I wondered, “Who
on earth cares? What is my story in a sea of stories?” And then I
discovered a whole community of researchers and scholars who
put words and names to what I had experienced after college.
Shipwreck. Emerging adulthood. 

There’s power in a name. I began to realize that my story was
not just my own, but everyone’s story. Once I learned the vocab-
ulary, I could look at each of my friends and say, “This was her
shipwreck. This was his shipwreck. This was their shipwreck.”
But this academic conversation, along with its vocabulary, hasn’t
quite hit the mainstream . . . yet. These scholars, researchers, pro-
fessors, and authors are describing what twentysomethings are
going through, but the young adults who are experiencing it don’t
have a clue.

For the last four years, both my husband and I have been
involved in higher education, I as a professor and he as a student
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development professional. We live on a college campus, and I
have had countless conversations with students and graduates
about the strange new landscape of adulthood looming before
them. It feels like uncharted territory. These young adults don’t
have the words to name and describe their experiences.

That’s why I’m writing this book. That’s why I’ve compiled
this research, brought it together, and lined my story with it.
Because though my own dreams and goals may be different than
yours, though my story took its own unique twists and turns, it’s
your story too. Read on and see yourself, your brother, your sister,
your son or daughter, and your boyfriend or girlfriend. I wanted
to be a missionary to Hollywood. You may want to be a molecular
engineer or a stay-at-home mom. In some way, Lindy’s story is
my story and mine is hers. And we have to share our stories. We
have to know that what we’re experiencing is real for everyone
and not unique to our own lives.

This past fall, I had the privilege of being a bridesmaid in
Lindy’s wedding. Five years after she and Casey broke up, Lindy
met and married Nathan, a modest, thoughtful banker with an
easy smile. On one of the afternoons leading up to the wedding,
I asked Lindy what she considered to have been her shipwreck
during the past ten years since college.

She looked at me quietly, thought for a bit, and said, “My
breakup with Casey.” I nodded, remembering the darkness that
heartbreak sent her into. “I collapsed,” she said. “I think I really
wondered at that point what had become of my life. What was I
doing with myself?”

Shortly after the breakup, Lindy left her job to spend a year in
Cambodia, working with girls rescued from the sex-trafficking



trade. She created art with the girls. She helped them paint a
mural on one of the walls of the safe house where they stayed.
She also wrote and illustrated an allegory for the girls to help them
process their experiences. Cambodia was a culmination of all
Lindy wanted and still wants to do: using her art to help children
create, express, and heal. 

At the wedding, the pastor said during his speech, “Lindy, we
have seen you bring beauty wherever you go. You brought beauty
into the lives of those girls in Cambodia, and you bring beauty
into the lives of everyone you meet.” I still cry over this statement,
even a month after hearing it, because I can attest to its truth. This
beautiful woman, who has known heartbreak in more ways than
what I’ve described here, has come out of her shipwreck with
beauty. 

In the end, the hope that Lindy left college with did not fail her.
Nor did my hope fail me. This book is the story of the crashes and
crinkles that lead to the fulfillment of that hope. After all, we could
not have gotten to the hope and beauty without the shipwreck.
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Missionary to Hollywood
PART 1

Now I become myself. 
It’s taken time, many years and places. 

I have been dissolved and shaken,
Worn other people’s faces.

—MARY SARTON



1

At the start of my senior year of college, I stood on the pavement
outside Oakwood Apartments, quaking in my shoes. It was August
in Burbank, California, which meant the sun was bouncing off
the pavement like seven different kinds of summer. The Indiana
fall and winter of my first three years of college would not cross
my door this year. I was five minutes from beginning my
semester of work and study at Los Angeles Film Studies Center
(LAFSC). 

The rest of my cohorts arrived, students from all across the
country spending a semester away from their private Christian
colleges to study film. We had lugged suitcases full of dreams
out of our cars, the crinkled shirts and tussled hair evidence of the
distance we had borne these hopes. Now it was time to meet each
other, and my stomach suddenly felt as though I had ingested
cement. The ground beneath my feet seemed to grab hold of my
soles and hang on.

My fear confused me. Why was I so frightened? This was
what I had wanted for so long! From the age of twelve, I dreamed
of getting a chance to work in TV or film. Here I was—on the
verge of living my dream—and suddenly all I wanted to do was
turn around, board the next plane home, and fly straight into the
arms of my best friends and boyfriend.

Back in Indiana, Abby, Lindy, and Havi were setting up house
without me. Since our freshman year of college, Abby, Lindy, and
I had lived together, but now Havi was their new roommate. I
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imagined her toiletries taking up space in my bathroom, her clothes
hanging in my closet, and her laughter filling my friends’ ears.

I couldn’t imagine what it would be like to be away from
Dwayne for four months. This guy had really gotten under my
skin; I had never been one of those girls who clung to her
boyfriend. I bounced back pretty quickly after my high school
love broke up with me, and I went boyfriend-less for four years
after that. But now, I had met this Canadian, sandy-haired,
freckle-faced guy, and suddenly I was a soppy mess. 

During my family’s one-week summer vacation in Florida, I
had wandered listlessly, missing Dwayne. We stayed in a condo
right on the beach. The golden sand tumbled up to our front
porch, but I spent the afternoons on the kitchen floor, staring at
the sun-tanned bodies through the sliding glass doors, heartsick
for my boyfriend. There was no way I was going to make it a
whole semester without him. But here I was twenty-five hundred
miles away, facing a new group of classmates and friends. 

I knew I was going to apply for LAFSC the minute I picked
up the brochure and read about its history and purpose. In the
mid-1980s, an anonymous donor approached the Council of
Christian Colleges and Universities (CCCU) about starting a pro-
gram in Hollywood that would influence the film and television
industry with positive, Christian values. The CCCU already ran
a similar program in Washington, D.C., where students studied
and worked in politics with the intention of influencing the
nation’s capital.

From this donation and vision was born the Los Angeles Film
Studies Center. Doug Briggs, a short, barrel-chested man, with
salt-and-pepper hair and a face with folds and lines made for TV,



was recruited by the CCCU to start the program, develop its cur-
riculum, recruit the first class, and hire the faculty and staff. 

The program was founded on the belief that, rather than boy-
cotting Hollywood and condemning it as evil, Christians could
help redeem Hollywood by infiltrating it and ministering to the
people whose lives filled that industry. This vision resonated with
me, even as a junior in college.

The mission statement thrilled me. The official mission of
LAFSC was worded this way: “To academically prepare persons
for placement in the mainstream Hollywood film industry,
preferably in decision-making positions, with a Christ-centered
vision to dynamically influence film content, the production
process, and interpersonal relationships. In addition, the mission
includes the development of advocates to advance an informed
and discerning approach to understanding the media, as well as
an appreciation for, and support of, the work of their peers in
Hollywood.”1 LAFSC’s unofficial slogan could have been
“Training Missionaries for Hollywood.” 

I was a missionary kid, growing up in Haiti and then England.
The language of missions, coupled with my already established
love of the entertainment industry, lit me up. There was no look-
ing back. No second-guessing. I filled out the application, wrote
my entrance essay, and was accepted to start the program in the
fall of my senior year.

I was excited because LAFSC required every student to take
an internship at an actual, real-life, cement-and-concrete Holly-
wood studio. I could not believe that I would actually get a
chance to work in Hollywood—not just study about it or live
around it, but actually work in it!
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This is perhaps another reason why I was so terrified my
first day in Burbank. Standing there waiting was like being five
minutes from my first kiss. I’d been looking forward to it, but
suddenly I wasn’t sure I knew how to actually do it.

I took a deep breath and plunged forward into the moment,
through the shiny glass doors that separated me from life before Los
Angeles and life after. On the other side stood my new roommates,
class schedule, and professors, all of us ready to begin this jour-
ney to the heart of Hollywood together. I had no idea how this
simple forward motion, this moment of choosing to go forward
rather than run back home, would change the trajectory of my
entire life, especially life beyond college.



2

Sharon Daloz Parks, one of the leading scholars in young-
adult identity development, says that we are at a turning point in
history. Life is not working the way it used to or the way we think
it should. And young adults have become the litmus test of this
change: “The twentysomething years are among the primary
hinge moments in the human lifespan, a time when a person may
be recomposed.”1 She says that during these in-between years
(roughly age eighteen to thirty-two), the years when we are no
longer children or adolescents but not quite adults, we begin to
see that things are not unfolding as we thought they would.

To me this seems to suggest that each of us has a preexisting
belief about how life should go, a set of ideas, dreams, and voices
inside of us, constructing a vision of our futures, particularly our
college and post-college years. Otherwise, how would we have
this sense that things are not going as we thought they would?

In her book Authoring Your Life, Marcia Baxter Magolda, 
fellow scholar and colleague of Parks, says we each have a voice
around us that informs our sense of the world, which she calls the
“external influences that shaped you as an adolescent.”2 These
external influences form a basic foundation for the way we view
life as we step out into college and life beyond, helping us decide
who we want to be and what our purposes in life will be. These
come from our families, friends, and mentors and are the voices
inside our heads guiding us and influencing each decision we
make. 
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The beauty of all these voices and expectations is that they
form the first “ship” that keeps us afloat on the sea of life.
Eventually, though, it’s time to venture out on our own. Our
families and society tell us so. We must board our own ship
and set sail. We take with us the maps and navigating systems
that guided our families’ or caregivers’ boats. We know these
maps; we’re familiar with them, so they are our first lifeline.
It’s not until we hit storms that we begin to rethink exactly
how these maps and compasses work and whether they work
for us at all. But we’ll come to that later on in the book and in
my story.

At LAFSC I was venturing into independence for the first
time, far away from my family and friends in a city that felt
as foreign to me as the mission fields I grew up on. And I
was thrilled and terrified by it all. I waited with a churning
knot in the bottom of my stomach to learn where my intern-
ship would be and in what part of the film industry I would
be working.

After about two weeks in L.A., I got a call from Fran Briggs,
Doug’s wife and codirector of LAFSC. “I have your internship
assignment. Why don’t you come on down to the office, and I’ll
give it to you?” I rounded the corner to Fran’s office, my nerves
hopping like hot grease in a skillet. 

Fran’s office space was sectioned off with light blue dividers.
Tucked into the corner was her desk. Filling nearly every space
around her desk were pictures with faces smiling out at her, pic-
tures of people wearing wedding dresses and black caps and
gowns and babies giggling. These people were Fran’s alumni.
She thought of each person like extended family.



“We’re sending you on an interview to Nickelodeon Movies,”
she said, swiveling in her office chair. My stomach leapt into my
chest. So it was real. I was actually going to get an interview. 

Fran had short red hair and a petite frame. Her hands were
soft and slightly wrinkled. I took the slip of paper. “You need to
call and arrange the interview, but we’ve contacted them for you
and they’re expecting your call. OK?” She squeezed my hand.
“I’m excited for you!”

I nodded my head and cradled the tiny slip of paper all the
way back to my room. I hadn’t expected to be placed at a chil-
dren’s film company, and I wasn’t sure how I felt about kids’
films. I had envisioned working on more complex films, geared
toward adults, but I was thrilled that it was a production com-
pany. I would finally get to be in the thick of the action, learning
how movies come together and make their way to the silver screen.
I ran my fingers over the black and white print, rehearsing the
phone number in my mind. I could feel my heart pounding in my
throat already.

My interview was on the Paramount lot: 5555 Melrose
Avenue. I took the 101 freeway, a long arm wrapped around the
Hollywood Hills. High above my car I could see the Hollywood
sign, hovering like a thought. All the way down Gower Street, the
Hollywood sign waved at me from my rearview mirror. When I
found the Paramount lot, I slid up to a massive, cast-iron gate that
vaguely reminded me of a black-and-white film I had seen but
couldn’t remember. This gate was etched in antiquity, a symbol of
the glamorous business I was about to step into.

The Paramount lot felt like magic to me. Along one walkway
sat Forest Gump’s bench, still carrying the residue of dialogue
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Tom Hanks had spoken from it: “Life is like a box of chocolates.”
Just inside the lot entrance, I saw the building where Lucille Ball
had worked, and my mind spun, bending and morphing against
the weight of making all I had seen on TV merge with the real-
ity of the concrete and brick buildings around me. There is some-
thing so mesmerizing about working in Hollywood. All those
famous names, buildings, and streets actually exist in tangible
form, and it’s hard to reconcile the space they take up in your
imagination with the physical space they take up in real life. 

But the effect is not disillusionment. Or at least it wasn’t for
me. Instead, it felt as though the air on the Paramount lot sparkled.
On my way to the Nickelodeon offices, I walked by buildings with
shiny plaques outside that read, “The Pickford Building” and “The
Earnest Lubitsch Building,” and I was struck by Hollywood’s
glamour all over again.

I carried my résumé tucked beneath my arm, trying to keep
my mind on the interview at hand rather than the monuments and
landmarks surrounding me. Inside the ivy-covered entrance of
the Nickelodeon offices, the lobby felt like a living cartoon. The
furniture was outlined in black and bursting with purples, blues,
and greens. It looked as if someone had taken a giant marker and
magically drawn into existence a table, chairs, and couch. I
stopped by the restroom to freshen up before introducing myself
to Andi Light, the lady conducting the interview. Inside the bath-
room, the walls were an electric shade of orange, the same orange
as the Nickelodeon logo. 

I took a deep breath. By now my heart was thumping so loudly
that I could hear it in my ears. I fought the dizzy spell curling its
way up my body. “Think sunshine,” I told myself. “Be sunshine.”



I practiced a dazzling smile and pushed open the bathroom door
and walked back to the lobby.

When I opened the second set of glass doors separating the
lobby from the main office area, I found a scramble of activity.
This room was more professional than the lobby but no less col-
orful. The walls were painted solid purples, yellows, reds, and
greens. All the filing cabinets were the same loud orange as the
bathroom, and all the desks were blue or green. TVs flickered
from angles of every room. Some showed CNN, others skittered
with scenes from a new animated film, a boy with big hair blasting
from the ground in a flurry of asphalt, smoke, and fire.

I turned toward the first person I found. She was a pretty,
caramel-complexioned woman, sitting at her desk. Her tumble
of black hair flipped over one shoulder as she chatted very
quickly on the phone. “OK. I’ll have it to you in five minutes.”
She hung up and looked at me. I blinked, remembered to smile,
and then jutted my hand out.

“Christin Taylor,” I said. “I’m here to interview with Andi Light.”
Without taking my hand, the woman, Jacqueline, turned toward

the divider separating her desk from the next and shouted, “Andi!
Your girl’s here!” She smiled at me quickly before grabbing the
phone and taking another call.

Another few seconds ticked by, and then suddenly Andi popped
into view from around the divider. She had shiny brown hair and
wore thick, black-rimmed glasses. “Do you want a drink?” She
asked and then without waiting for my answer turned to the back
of the office. “I’ll meet you out in the lobby.”

I backed out, and made my way to the overstuffed cartoon
couch. This was incredible. I could hardly believe where I was
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standing. I riffled through my résumé again, mindlessly recheck-
ing it, not really seeing any discernable words. I looked up at a
painting of Rugrats in Paris on the wall. The character Angelica
stood before the Eiffel Tower, wearing a beret and holding a paint
palette—a little, rumpled kid in front of a world-class attraction.
I felt the same way standing in the Nickelodeon studios tucked
in a corner of the Paramount lot.

I got up and walked off some of my nerves. I returned to the
couch and settled lightly onto its cushions, trying to look as
placid and pleasant as possible, just in case Andi walked through
the glass doors at exactly that moment. Instead, the outside door
opened, and someone entirely different waltzed in.

He wore cargo shorts with a Hawaiian shirt, topped by a
neatly trimmed beard and two bright blue eyes. “Hi!” he said
cheerfully, and sauntered past to the restrooms. My eyes stayed
on him like a magnet. He looked so uncannily familiar, but also
completely out of context, as if I were seeing my own uncle from
Marion, Indiana, suddenly transported to the lobby of Nick-
elodeon Movies. I reached back through my memories, shuffling
through random scenarios, trying to crack the riddle of his face.

Before I could find the answer, he came out of the restroom
and disappeared back into the offices. Two seconds later, Andi
appeared out of the same door, and my interview sped off. I don’t
remember what she asked or what I said. I remember concen-
trating hard on my expression, trying to make sure that I wasn’t
gawking or staring blankly, but rather communicating interest
and spark.

“All right, I guess we’ll see you next week,” she said, tucking
my résumé under her arm and standing up. “Any more questions?”



I stumbled up off the couch. “Oh, so . . . so I have the job?”
“Yep. I’ll see you next week. Let’s say the twelfth.”
“Thank you!” I shoved my hand out and we shook. She turned

to go.
“Oh!” I said. “I do have one more question.” I felt suddenly

brave and jubilant. “Who was the man that just walked into the
offices?” She paused for a moment, and then dropped her head
toward me like a big sister patiently leading her little sister
through the obvious.

“That’s Jonathan Frakes.” My mind was still blank, and she
saw it on my face. “He was Captain Riker from Star Trek: The
Next Generation.” The crack of recognition split open. Andi
turned to leave and I stood awestruck. I had just seen my very
first celebrity.
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The very first semester of LAFSC began January 16, 1991,
the first day of the Gulf War. Ten years later, I began my first day
of work at Nickelodeon Movies on September 12, 2001, the day
after the twin towers fell. 

The Nick offices, which had been bustling with activity just
seven days earlier, were now quiet and empty. Computer screens
stared blankly into space; memos and papers lay scattered
around the desks as if a tornado had blown through; but more
importantly, the phones were completely silent. Not a body was
in sight.

“Hello?” I said quietly. Andi appeared from around the corner.
“Oh,” she said. “We didn’t think you’d come.”
“You didn’t think I’d come?” I thought. “This is the greatest

opportunity of my life!” But there was no room for me to say
this. And besides, she had come. We were both there for a reason.

Less than twenty-four hours before, I was huddled with my
classmates in the large, airy meeting room of the LAFSC offices,
watching footage of the planes crashing into the World Trade
Center. Our brains could not comprehend what our eyes were
seeing. Surely this was just a movie trick, a sleight of hand, an
illusion conjured by cameras and lighting. 

Doug stood at the front of the room, the wrinkles and curves of
his face sad and heavy. There would be no classes that day, no work.
Instead we sat together like one big family, waiting for hours,
hoping that the mist would rise and all of this would be untrue.



Los Angeles reeled and stammered after the tragedy. New
York and L.A. are joined by the blood of entertainment. They are
relatives. The same energy, lights, and buzz runs through their
veins, and many of the people living and working in L.A. are
from New York. Many Hollywood professionals move seam-
lessly back and forth between the two cities, working a few
months in their offices in New York, then flying out to L.A. to
work a few weeks in their West Coast buildings. 

In the silence and quietness that followed 9/11, Los Angeles
struggled to find its way into a new reality while its sister city was
so battered and bruised, and I struggled to find my way in a new
job, a new stage of my life. The words of my professors from
LAFSC echoed through my mind: “Come early, stay late.” In the
ashes and aftermath of 9/11, I applied myself to working hard at
Nickelodeon Movies, as if somehow my menial duties would dis-
tract me from the tumult and fear that shook us all. But I was also
striving to make a good impression, to endear myself to these new
supervisors.

If they asked me to find a phone number for the Gijon Film
Festival, I got the phone number, address, and e-mail. When I
wrote about this experience in one of my weekly reports to Doug
Briggs, he scribbled in the margins, “Exactly, you’ve got the
idea.” Working hard was one of the ways that we interns would
perpetuate the trust and good connections between the film
industry and LAFSC. If we proved ourselves reliable, if we
became assets to our supervisors, we would win their respect and
earn influence. I fixed my eyes on the people around the office
with this mission in mind. I wanted to earn influence so that I
might speak into their lives.
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First there was Rosie who worked down the hall and around
the corner from my desk. She was thirty-one years old, smoked
excessively, and could recite Hebrew prayers from her childhood.
She had dark brown hair, big brown eyes, and a voice that
belonged to the next Rugrats movie. Usually, I could hear Rosie
from any spot in the office, at any time in the day. 

One day, I heard her marching around crooning, “Who stole
my Tiffany’s catalog? I need it so I can show people what to get
me for my birthday, on October seventeenth.” Always perky and
energetic, Rosie often could be found sitting behind her desk,
touching up her makeup.

Then there was Jimmy Wu, who sat just opposite my desk
against a wall of windows. We never called him by his first name
only. It almost always came out, “Jimmy Wu, the copy machine is
broken.” “Jimmy Wu, can you fix the stapler?” “Jimmy Wu, where
does this go?” Jimmy Wu was a tall man, whose smile was always
turned on. Mostly, we could find him sitting on the office couches
chatting with Andi or Rosie.

If anyone called Jimmy Wu by his first name only, it was
Andi. Perhaps this was because no one called her by her first
name either. She had such a winsome way of saying her own
name that you couldn’t help but call her by her full name too.
She said it just like a bell: “This is Andi Light!”

Andi sat on a large, orange, exercise ball, not because it was
therapeutic for her back or because it exercised her abs. She sat
on it simply because she found it rolling around the conference
room. I was enamored with Andi right from the start. When she
wasn’t answering her phone, she danced around the office from
task to task. She danced her way to the copy machine. She



danced her way to the fax machine. She danced just to make us
laugh. I wanted so badly for this woman to like me, so I poured
my energy into doing good work for her. But I fell more easily
into a friendship with Jacqueline, the caramel beauty who sat
next to Andi and who had greeted me the first day of my interview.

One day while I was working, Jacqueline passed my desk,
and with a quiet motion, signaled for me to follow her. I glanced
up at Andi’s desk and scanned the office, curious why Jacqueline
felt she had to be so stealthy. But everyone obliviously worked
on. Since it didn’t look like anyone needed my help right away,
I pushed away from the desk and followed Jacqi down the hall. 

Right when we reached the stock room, she slipped inside and
beckoned me in. I slipped in beside her, and she closed the door
behind us. I stood there for a moment, blinking at Jacqi. I was
lost. I couldn’t figure out what we were doing in there. Around
us the stacks of manila envelopes, staplers, and Post-it notes
stood quietly as a silent audience to this unprecedented meeting.
Jacqi leaned toward me.

“Are you a Christian?” she asked.
I nodded. I hadn’t exactly tried to hide this fact.
“I think God has sent you to us,” she said. 
I snapped upright. “You think so?” 
Jacqi shifted her weight over her high heels. “I’m a Christian

too,” she said. “And I’ve been praying for this office.”
I should have known from the moment I met Jacqi that she

was a Christian. She always smiled when I talked to her, or if
anyone talked to her. And when I would say, “Good morning,”
she always returned the greeting. Jacqi would often give Rosie
hugs and laugh at Andi’s boy troubles. When Ricki, her boss, had
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bad days, Jacqi never snapped back or took it out on the rest of
us in the office. Her spirit permeated the office like warm light,
and her actions punctuated each day with kindness. 

Here was a woman living the way I wanted to live in Holly-
wood. She was excellent at her job. She won the respect of her
coworkers, and for that reason, she had won the right to encour-
age them when they were upset, to minister to them when they
were confused. I unwound in her presence in the stockroom. I
was not sure what she expected me to do there that she was not
already doing herself, but the reverence with which she pulled
me aside and talked to me lit up my heart. Our conversation felt
providential, secret, thrilling, and if nothing else, proof that I was
in the right place at the right time going in the right direction.



4

From the moment talking pictures were born, there has been
tension between Hollywood and Christianity. From 1930 to 1968
the film industry adopted and enforced the Motion Picture 
Production Code, a set of censorship guidelines aimed at cleaning
up the movies. The code spelled out what was acceptable and
unacceptable content for the movies. The limits were pretty tight
and sometimes pretty hilarious. Of course, nakedness and suggestive
dancing were prohibited along with the ridicule of religion. 
Ministers of religion were not to be depicted as comic or villainous.
And references to “sex perversion . . . venereal diseases . . . and
childbirth” were forbidden, just to name a few.1

In 1933 when Warner Brothers released Baby Face, a sexually
charged film, Will Hays, the creator of the code, brought in
the big guns. His assistant enlisted the help of the Roman
Catholic Church to put pressure on Hollywood studios and
enforce the regulations. The Roman Catholic Church put
together a group with a name that sounded like something
right out of the pages of a film script: the Catholic Legion of
Decency. The legion was founded by the archbishop of
Cincinnati, John T. McNicholas.

Archbishop McNicholas created a pledge for all members of
the legion. It read in part like this: “I wish to join the Legion of
Decency, which condemns vile and unwholesome moving pictures.
I unite with all who protest against them as a grave menace to
youth, to home life, to country and to religion. I condemn
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absolutely those salacious motion pictures which, with other
degrading agencies, are corrupting public morals and promoting
a sex mania in our land. . . . Considering these evils, I hereby
promise to remain away from all motion pictures except those
which do not offend decency and Christian morality.”2

Just a year later, in 1934, the last sentence of the pledge was
revised: “I pledge myself to remain away from them. I promise,
further, to stay away altogether from places of amusement which
show them as a matter of policy.”3

In a matter of twelve months, the legion went from support-
ing films that did not “offend” Christian morality to boycotting
all films completely, and not just the films, but also the places
where the films were shown. This was a drastic shift with reper-
cussions that rippled out across the body of believers. It laid the
groundwork of antagonism.

Fast-forward twenty years and slide west across the Pacific a
few thousand miles to the Philippines, and you find my family:
my grandparents, Wayne and Virginia, along with my aunt, Beth,
and my father, David. They were missionaries, part of a young
denomination known as The Wesleyan Church. And while there
were many progressive roots to this young church, such as the
liberation of slaves and the ordination of women, it was a deeply
conservative movement.

My aunt grew up wearing only skirts and shirts with three-
quarter-length sleeves. Along with the big ones—no smoking,
drugs, drinking, or premarital sex—no dancing and no films were
allowed in The Wesleyan Church. My father was in college
before he set foot in a movie theater. The first movie he ever saw
was Star Wars. “I had never seen anything like it,” he told me



once. “That scene where they’re racing through the forest on their
hovercrafts, it was absolutely incredible.”

By the time I was in college the no-films rule had sort of evap-
orated. I grew up with movies, though I wasn’t allowed to watch
R-rated films, and that was just fine by me. I remember once
having a big crisis of conscience when our youth pastor wanted
to show the group Keanu Reeves’s new movie, The Matrix,
because he saw in it a representation of the sacrifice of Christ.

When I arrived at LAFSC, I found a lively and dynamic con-
versation already in full swing about the relationship between film
and faith. My professors were already tackling head-on the
antagonism and animosity between the careers they loved so
much and the faith they held so dear. And they invited us into this
same struggle: the reconciliation of faith with the film industry. At
the beginning of the program, I had to write an essay about my
family heritage and the messages about film that I had grown up
with. During the first week of orientation, Doug asked students to
share what reactions our families had when we told them we were
going to Los Angeles to study film.

“My family really believes I’ve sold my soul to the Devil,”
one classmate confessed.

“I might as well have told them I was going to hell,” another
chimed in.

I had a hard time wrapping my mind around the severity of
their words, though I recognized the same themes in my own
story. I knew that my grandparents were deeply concerned about
my choice to attend LAFSC, but they were kind enough to keep
those concerns to themselves. Despite the fact that my grandfather
used to trek into the mountains of the Philippines to minister to the
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cannibalistic tribes there, he could not wrap his mind around my
trek into the hills of Hollywood. The people of Hollywood seemed
utterly beyond redemption to him.

My parents were a different story. My father had always
thought outside the box, and had actively worked his whole life
to embrace his faith but also weed out the sort of legalism that
had defined his childhood. He was quietly proud that I wanted to
work in the film industry. As a gifted communicator and a man
in love with story, he was enamored with the visual form of
storytelling embodied in film. He recognized right away the
power and potential this art form had to reflect and embody the
human experience.

I remember one evening he and I went to watch Steven Spiel-
berg’s film A.I.: Artificial Intelligence. Originally conceptual-
ized and shot by the groundbreaking filmmaker, Stanley Kubrick,
A.I. was finished by Spielberg when Kubrick suddenly died in
the middle of production. We were moved by the film’s dis-
turbingly dark and gritty vision of human nature, a trademark of
Kubrick’s style. We were equally struck by the total and com-
plete shift in tone—dark to light, robots to angels—that was
tacked onto the end of the story, the unique style of Spielberg
rushing to the surface right at the end. I will never forget what my
father said to me that night as we walked away: “That was a pow-
erful film.” I could almost hear the thoughts grinding inside his
head. I could tell he loved the intellectual spine of the movie. “I
wonder what that movie would have been like if Kubrick would
have had an awareness of God.” His words split through my
mind like lightning. It was a beautiful vision. A world still full of
despair and loss, backlit with hope. His question ignited my



imagination and propelled me toward my dreams of working
with film. I wanted to tell stories like that.

Coupled with that was the voice of my youth pastor, Darren.
Like my father, Darren was a visionary, entrepreneur, and man
who liked to think outside the box. “Someone is going to win the
Oscar in 2012. Why shouldn’t it be you?” he would say to me.
But beyond that, Darren went out of his way to connect me with
working professionals in the film industry, what little smattering
happened to travel through central Indiana during my high school
and college years.

One Sunday during my junior year of high school, I spun by
Darren’s office in the hustle and bustle of bodies pouring out of
Sunday morning worship. I always liked the sound and feel of
the church on Sunday mornings after service. Skylights lined
the roof of the lobby, so that sunshine flowed down over the
pretty dresses and suits, warming the conversations that buzzed
throughout the building. Friends and colleagues happily recon-
nected each week, sharing stories and updating lives, while
children and teenagers hovered like bees engaged in their own
honey-making rituals.

“Christin!” Darren called to me as I flitted past his door. I was
wearing a black dress with a splashy purple and white scarf
around my neck. I stopped and ducked my head into his office.

“Yes?” I found Darren standing in a small cluster of four
adults. I knew immediately who the sandy-haired man standing
beside him was: Ken Carpenter. Ken was visiting our church that
day from Nashville, Tennessee, where he ran his own production
studio. He was a director, producer, and writer who had worked
with Christian singer Steven Curtis Chapman and Christian band
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DC Talk. He was the closest thing to a celebrity I had ever met,
and I was immediately starstruck.

I knew that Ken would be speaking in the main service at our
church, but I hadn’t expected to be face-to-face with him in the
tiny quarters of Darren’s office. Really the office was no bigger
than a closet with two massive, old-school Macs bulging from
the desks and walls filled with movie and band posters.

“We’re praying for Ken,” Darren motioned me in. I could see
a twinkle in his eye. He was so excited to make this connection
for me. “Christin’s going to be our next big filmmaker!” he said
thumbing at me, while looking at Ken. I joined the circle, my
stomach turning into knots. I knew the weight of this moment. I
wanted so badly to impress Ken. I joined hands with the other
adults in the room and joined prayers with them too. My little
voice offered up whatever blessing and requests for Ken I
thought of in that moment. Afterward I shook Ken’s hand and
felt myself turn pink. 

Later Darren told me that Ken mentioned how impressed he
was with me. He thought I was a “special girl.” And I floated
along on the helium of this compliment for another good year or
two, picking and choosing my major and classes according to the
hope and expectations that had sprouted in me from a young age
and which Ken, Darren, and Dad had helped nurture and grow.
Their voices were enough to buoy my dreams of working in the
film industry, even in a branch of the church that had once
shunned Hollywood and the movies.



5

The projector shut off, and Doug flipped on the lights in the main
meeting room of the LAFSC suite. We sat along rows of tables and
chairs facing a large silver screen at the front. Around the periphery
were pockets of other rooms: computer lab, editing bays, equipment
room, and TV lounge. As the lights came on, I blinked, stunned into
silence by what we had just seen. My roommate beside me was
sniffling like me. I tried to blink back the tears that had pushed
their way up to the creases of my eyes. I felt as if a hot air balloon
had launched in my chest and was expanding across my body.

“Many of you have been told that films are a tool of the
Devil,” Doug scooted himself back onto the top of his desk, his
eyes twinkling behind his glasses as he scanned the room. “But
every single one of us who work here are in film because we
have gone to a movie and walked out of the theater having had
a divine encounter.” I glanced back over my shoulder to see my
professors dotted around the room like coins. Craig Detweiler,
who taught on faith, film, and culture, stood nodding against the
wall with his shock of gray-and-black hair and his piercing blue
eyes. Steve, our scriptwriting professor, sat relaxed in a seat,
nodding too.

Doug continued, “Film is a neutral medium. It is the person
using it who can create an evil or divine encounter.” After the
montage of film clips Doug had shown us, none of us could argue
with that statement. Doug and the other LAFSC professors had
compiled a series of clips from movies across the decades that
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referenced God. The movies they selected were neither Christian
nor secular. They were just movies with moments that captured
some aspect of the divine. Black-and-white, color, old, new, rated
R, rated G—no type of movie was censored from the list, and
the result at the end of the reel was worship.

Never before had I felt so lifted up, so close to God, while
watching something on the big screen. I guess I had been watch-
ing all the wrong movies, or at least watching with the wrong
lens. It was my first introduction to the idea that movies can lead
to a divine encounter, that people can meet their Creator in unex-
pected and profound ways. I had truly missed the power of film.
But from that moment on, I began to feel the truth of Doug’s
words every time I sat down to watch a movie.

One Saturday evening, my classmates decided to have a
movie night together. The clubhouse at Oakwood Apartments,
where we were living for the semester, had a home-theater room,
a beautiful clean space with a large screen at the front and a
graded, amphitheater floor, lined with theater-style seats. Twenty
of us filed into the room, ooing and ahhing over the decadence
of our new home in Burbank. Then we sank down into our chairs.

The lights went off and the movie went in, and I leaned back
excited for an evening of uninterrupted movie fun in the luxury
of the clubhouse. “What’s the movie?” I asked someone sitting
close to me.

“Hannibal.”
I stiffened. As a personal rule, I had chosen a long time ago never

to watch horror films. The combination of an overactive imagination
and a traumatic experience with a horror film at a friend’s house
when I was eight had ruined me for frightening and gory films.



Initially, I was disappointed that my new group of friends and
classmates had chosen to watch a horror film. But then I thought,
“Why not? We’re at film school, after all. We’re here to study
film. And I’m twenty-one now. If I’m going to watch a horror
film anytime, anywhere, this is it.”

I reasoned that my classmates were not simply watching the
film for entertainment. We were all watching to learn. That was
the joy of studying film, and partly what made watching Hanni-
bal seem innocuous. We were all a bunch of movie nerds. And by
the end of the semester, I would never be able to watch a movie
again without paying particular attention to the camera angles,
use of music, color palette, visual images, and editing techniques.
Even now these elements of the story speak to me nearly as
loudly as the content of the movie.

So I settled in for a night of movie watching and learning. The
credits appeared and dissolved across the screen. Fade in: a quiet
bedroom at night. The camera panned across the room, someone
was getting ready for bed, and on the periphery, someone else
was waiting.

As if a spring was loaded in my chest, I popped forward in my
seat. It wasn’t that I was frightened, although adrenaline was defi-
nitely pumping through my body. It was something much deeper than
that. I couldn’t sit still. I twisted and turned, trying to stay in my seat,
but it was as if something inside my chest was pushing upward and
outward. I knew it would take physical effort for me to stay seated
through the rest of the movie. And I knew I would have to forcefully
silence the Spirit inside me, telling me to leave. The act seemed too
violent, too unnecessary to sacrifice the sort of spiritual sensitivity I
had deliberately and consciously cultivated over so many years.
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Doug’s words echoed through my mind, “Divine encounter.”
This was no divine encounter. More than just the content, the
intent behind this movie was clearly troubling. My spirit mixed
with it about as easily as oil with water. So after sitting through
only the first ten minutes of the movie, I got up and left. I allowed
my body to do what the Spirit inside me was leading. Almost like
a little girl, I allowed myself to be led out of that room and away
from the flickering red and orange hues on the screen. Death was
eminent. And not just death, but violent, brutal mutilation. 

I was the only one in the room who left. And from that moment
on, I had branded myself within the group. They were never
unkind, but they also turned off R-rated films when I walked into
the room. I was the sensitive one, the one with the conscience, the
one who may not be able to handle what they could handle. And
while all of this was true, I resented being handled with kid gloves.

But I also began to experience divine encounters in movies
in new ways. 

One afternoon, I walked into my apartment to find my room-
mate Rissa sprawled out on the couch watching an epic-looking
film. The colors immediately drew me—greens and grays con-
trasted by yellows and golds. “What are you watching?” I asked.

Rissa lifted her sleepy Marilyn Monroe head from the couch,
“Gladiator. I’m only halfway through. Want to watch it with
me?” I sat down beside her, fascinated by the costumes and hair
and Grecian architectural sweep of the setting. Rissa dropped her
curly, blond hair back onto the couch, and we watched together
in silence. When the movie was over, Rissa got up and moved on
to the next thing, her homework or food in the kitchen, but I
could not take my eyes off the screen. 



“Do you mind if I watch it again?” I asked.
“Sure! I have it until next week. Watch it all you like.”
So I watched Gladiator all the way through for a second time.

When the final scene filled the screen with a field of golden
wheat swaying in the breeze and Maximus’s fingertips trailing
over it, my imagination bubbled over. That iconic camera shot
plays on the viewer’s five senses, particularly the sense of touch.
It is the touch of peace, of home, of satisfaction, of everything
that is good and honest. Ultimately, director Ridley Scott cap-
tured in a single camera shot the feeling of heaven, and he did it
through the sense of touch. I found this brilliant.

All the sacrifice leading up to that moment—all the gritty,
gray-and-green action depicting how Maximus was betrayed,
was sold into slavery, was objectified as a gladiator, had his life
and death turned into a game, and had his slow and deliberate assent
to fame—made the final golden scene so much more powerful. And
in that was another truth. 

Ridley Scott’s movie spoke to me that afternoon on a deeper
level. Throughout the movie, Maximus repeats these words:
“What we do in life echoes in eternity.” And I felt my being ris-
ing to the truth of those words and wrapping around them with a
sense of calling and purpose. That’s why I was at LAFSC. That’s
what I was learning from my time with Doug and Fran and the
vibrant group of professors.

I had always believed as the child of a missionary family that
what we do on earth sings out in eternity, otherwise my father and
mother, grandfather and grandmother, and aunts and uncles would
never have left everything that was comfortable and familiar to
move to foreign countries. I had watched as my parents laid aside
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their comfort to help people who needed physical or spiritual
care. I had grown up hearing stories about how people’s lives
were changed, turned around, and redeemed through the efforts
of my grandparents in the Philippines and my aunts and uncles
in Indonesia and Kenya.

When Doug and Fran spoke about being missionaries to
Hollywood, when they told us that our actions in the film
industry—not only making films, but also working side by side
with people who were hurting and in need of love—could echo
in eternity, it was like dropping a fish into water. This was a lan-
guage I could understand. It was a spiritual language I under-
stood to the core of my being.

Things clicked into place. The floating, moving pieces of my
future suddenly linked together with the curves of my past. I saw
how I could work in the film industry and be a missionary too,
just like my family before me.



6

Michal attended the Bible school my father established on
the tiny island of Petit Guave. Before coming to the Bible
school, Michal had been deeply entrenched in Voodoo; the
whole country was.

I remember falling asleep at night to the sound of Voodoo
drums beating in the distance. The rituals and costumes of this
religion were written deep into the grooves of the landscape. Its
presence permeated everywhere we went; its markings decorated
the streets and even people’s bodies.

This was how the magic worked. One tradition was the lighting
of a candle to get rid of a child’s sickness. If a child or baby was
sick, the witch doctor would come and transfer that sickness into
the wick of a candle. Then the mother was to take the candle out
into the street, light it, and blow it out. The Voodoo tradition says
that whoever walks through the smoke of the candle will inherit
the sickness of the child, leaving the child healthy. No one,
absolutely no one, would walk down a street where they saw a
candle sitting. It was bad luck.

As Michal began to reconcile the power of Jesus’ death and
resurrection and what that meant for his life, the light in his eyes
began to grow and brighten. The power of Voodoo began to lose
its grip on Michal’s mind, heart, and soul. A knowing splashed
over his being like light and water.

One day while walking down the road, he spotted one of these
candles resting crooked on the dirt ground. He paused for a
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moment, then marched toward it and with a swift and decisive
kick swept the candle into the gutter. Word of his action on that
dirt road echoed throughout the town. Friends and neighbors were
horrified and waited with certainty to see his sickness and death.
But he never got sick. He did not die. “Jesus is more powerful
than any of this!” he told his friends.

I am now the same age my mother was when she packed up
two little girls—one three-year-old and the other just one—and
moved to the poverty-stricken country of Haiti. My daughter
Noelle is the same age I was when I first arrived in the dust and
heat of Petit Guave. I cannot imagine how my mother did it, how
she gave away most of her belongings, packed the rest in barrels,
and carried two little girls on a plane across the Caribbean Sea.

While Hollywood was my dream, Haiti was hers. She felt a
strong calling from a young age to be a missionary nurse to Haiti,
and my father knew this when he fell in love with her. He, too,
believed he would be a missionary, just as his parents were, so
my mother’s particular orientation toward Haiti was not threat-
ening. In some ways, her calling simply set the trajectory for him
on a path he had already decided to walk.

My husband has a theory that as we grow up, we are always
trying to get back to what was “normal” for us in our childhoods,
especially in terms of socioeconomic status. He believes, for
example, that a family’s level of affluence is what their children
will consider “normal” and that they will work to achieve that
same level of affluence in their adult years. I agree not just in
terms of socioeconomic status, but also in terms of vocation.

I can’t help but see these same “forces” working in my father’s
choice to be a missionary. I see them in me. Before deciding to be



a missionary educator, my father had dreams of being a missionary
pilot. He loved flying. To this day, he still flies. He has his private
license, and for as long as we have been back in the States, my
father has always been a part of the municipal airport and owned
a plane. Ultimately, the identity that has defined my father has not
been “missionary,” but “higher education administrator.” It didn’t
take long for my father to find his wings back in the States.

With a PhD in higher education, my dad quickly rose to the
level of vice president at Indiana Wesleyan University, and today
he is its provost. As his daughter, it is clear to me that mission-
ary work was not the same sort of life-giving work for my father
that he has today. The grain of his soul is so clearly suited to
higher education, and I wonder what drove him to believe he
would be a missionary in whatever field he chose. As if somehow
it wasn’t enough for him to simply be a pilot, he had to be a mis-
sionary pilot. And somehow it wasn’t enough to simply work in
higher education; he had to be a missionary educator. 

But perhaps I’m projecting all of this onto my father because
I see these same strains in my own being, my own young-adult
journey. Being a missionary kid left an indelible mark on me.
Being a child in four generations of missionaries left a permanent
mark on my future. 

The first fourteen years of my life were spent in Canada,
Haiti, the United States, and finally England. When I was four-
teen, my parents retired from the mission field and returned from
the rainy, green hills of the West Midlands of England to the flat
heat of Indiana. There is so much about moving and being a
minority in a culture that feels normal to me and defined my
sense of my future. 
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Missionary to Hollywood

If I am honest with myself, I will admit that until about a year
ago, I had been separating out my present with my family’s past as
missionaries. Coupled with my dreams of working in Hollywood
was the sense that there should be a missional purpose to my voca-
tion and career. It has taken me all of my young-adult years to
accept that I am not going to be a missionary in the traditional way
my family members have been missionaries. At the time, it wasn’t
enough to just work in the film industry; there had to be an eternal
purpose to it.

This sense of missional living has been so deeply engrained
in my being because of the internal landscape of my childhood, by
hearing and experiencing those fantastic stories about Michal and
other people who were changed by the work my grandparents,
aunts, uncles, and parents were doing. From a young age, these
stories shaped me, rooted deep in my soul, and ignited longing.
Just as Maximus chanted, I wanted my actions, my work, and the
way I lived my life to hold the same sort of eternal weight that my
family’s did.

What my parents did with their time was meaningful; it changed
lives. I understood this without ever putting words to it. Everywhere
my family went, we made friends and bonded with people in deep
and meaningful ways. We were part of an epic work—a work that
covered the terrain of the soul. And it was a type of work in which
I wanted to engage.


